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Dark Destiny New Society Publishers
A unique reinterpretation of democracy that
shows how history's most vocal champions of
democracy from Jean-Jacques Rousseau and
Thomas Jefferson to John Rawls have
contributed to a pervasive, anti-democratic
ideology, effectively redefining democracy to
mean "rule by the elites." The rise of global
populism reveals a tension in Western thinking
about democracy. Warnings about the "populist
threat" to democracy and "authoritarian"
populism are now commonplace. However, as
Emily B. Finley argues in The Ideology of
Democratism, dismissing "populism" as anti-
democratic is highly problematic. In effect,
such arguments essentially reject the actual
popular will in favor of a purely theoretical
and abstract "will of the people." She
contends that the West has conceptualized
democracy-not just its populist doppelgänger-
as an ideal that has all of the features of a
thoroughgoing political ideology which she
labels "democratism." As she shows, this
understanding of democracy, which constitutes
an entire view of life and politics, has been
and remains a powerful influence in America
and leading Western European nations and their
colonial satellites. Through a careful
analysis of several of history's most vocal
champions of democracy, including Jean-Jacques
Rousseau, Thomas Jefferson, Woodrow Wilson,
John Rawls, and American neoconservatives and
liberal internationalists, Finley identifies
an interpretation of democracy that
effectively transforms the meaning of "rule by
the people" into nearly its opposite. Making
use of democratic language and claiming to
speak for the people, many politicians,
philosophers, academics, and others advocate a
more "complete" and "genuine" form of
democracy that in practice has little regard
for the actual popular will. A heterodox
argument that challenges the prevailing
consensus of what democracy is and what it is
supposed be, The Ideology of Democratism
offers a timely and comprehensive assessment
of the features and thrust of this powerful
new view of democracy that has enchanted the
West.

The Next Mormons Duke University Press
From the creator of the popular website Ask a
Manager and New York’s work-advice columnist
comes a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult
professional conversations—featuring all-new advice!
There’s a reason Alison Green has been called “the
Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a
workplace-advice columnist have taught her that
people avoid awkward conversations in the office
because they simply don’t know what to say.
Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly helpful
book, she tackles the tough discussions you may
need to have during your career. You’ll learn what
to say when • coworkers push their work on
you—then take credit for it • you accidentally trash-
talk someone in an email then hit “reply all” •
you’re being micromanaged—or not being managed at
all • you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss
seems unhappy with your work • your cubemate’s
loud speakerphone is making you homicidal • you
got drunk at the holiday party Praise for Ask a
Manager “A must-read for anyone who works . . .
[Alison Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that
you should be professional (even when others are
not) and that communicating in a straightforward
manner with candor and kindness will get you far, no
matter where you work.”—Booklist (starred review)

“The author’s friendly, warm, no-nonsense writing is
a pleasure to read, and her advice can be widely
applied to relationships in all areas of readers’ lives.
Ideal for anyone new to the job market or new to
management, or anyone hoping to improve their
work experience.”—Library Journal (starred review)
“I am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager
column. This book is even better. It teaches us how
to deal with many of the most vexing big and little
problems in our workplaces—and to do so with grace,
confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton,
Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole
Rule and The Asshole Survival Guide “Ask a
Manager is the ultimate playbook for navigating the
traditional workforce in a diplomatic but firm
way.”—Erin Lowry, author of Broke Millennial: Stop
Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life Together
WINTER'S DESTINY Open Road Media
The politics of identity in the period of the early American republic
involved the cultural production of a national self. In Romances of the
Republic, Shirley Samuels examines revolutionary rhetoric from the
1790s through the 1850s primarily in novels, but also in poems,
pamphlets, political cartoons, and sermons.
Sports in American History Univ of California Press
How our dominant Christian worldview shapes everything from personal
behavior to public policy (and what to do about it) Over the centuries,
Christianity has accomplished much which is deserving of praise. Its
institutions have fed the hungry, sheltered the homeless, and advocated for
the poor. Christian faith has sustained people through crisis and inspired
many to work for social justice. Yet although the word "Christian"
connotes the epitome of goodness, the actual story is much more complex.
Over the last two millennia, ruling elites have used Christian institutions
and values to control those less privileged throughout the world. The
doctrine of Christianity has been interpreted to justify the killing of
millions, and its leaders have used their faith to sanction participation in
colonialism, slavery, and genocide. In the Western world, Christian
influence has inspired legislators to continue to limit women's reproductive
rights and has kept lesbians and gays on the margins of society. As our
triple crises of war, financial meltdown, and environmental destruction
intensify, it is imperative that we dig beneath the surface of Christianity's
benign reputation to examine its contribution to our social problems.
Living in the Shadow of the Cross reveals the ongoing, everyday impact of
Christian power and privilege on our beliefs, behaviors, and public policy,
and emphasizes the potential for people to come together to resist
domination and build and sustain communities of justice and peace. Paul
Kivel is the award-winning author of Uprooting Racism and the director of
the Christian Hegemony Project. He is a social justice activist and educator
who has focused on the issues of violence prevention, oppression, and
social justice for over forty-five years.

Winter Destiny Penguin
The Congressional Record is the official record of the
proceedings and debates of the United States Congress.
It is published daily when Congress is in session. The
Congressional Record began publication in 1873. Debates
for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in The Debates
and Proceedings in the Congress of the United States
(1789-1824), the Register of Debates in Congress
(1824-1837), and the Congressional Globe (1833-1873)
Motion Picture Herald Univ of California Press
Humanity has been manipulated by shadowy, inhuman beings
throughout history. Secret wars have been waged to settle
vampires' disputes. Cultures have been created to advance
mages' visions of Ascension. Enemies of the Earth have been
defeated by werewolves as they prepare for their Apocalypse.
This is the World of Darkness, a place where one's fears may
become reality. Dark Destiny features short stories by Robert
Bloch, Rick Hautala, Nancy A. Collins, Robert Weinberg and
others.
Billboard University of Toronto Press
The American nineteenth century saw a largely rural nation
confined to the Eastern Seaboard conquer a continent and
spawn increasingly dense commercial metropolises. This time
of unprecedented territorial and economic growth has long
been thought to find its most sweeping visual equivalent in the
period’s landscape paintings. But, as Matthew N. Johnston
shows, the age’s defining features were just as clearly
captured in, and motivated by, visual material mass-produced
through innovations in printing technology. Illustrated railroad
and steamboat guidebooks, tourist literature, reports of
geological surveys, ethnographic studies: all of these new print
vehicles brought new meanings to the interplay of time, space,
and place as American continental expansion peaked.
Instrumental to that project of national and industrial growth,
these commercial and scientific publications introduced
readers, travelers, and citizens to a changing North American
landscape made more accessible by new travel routes blazed
between 1825 and 1875. More fundamentally, as Johnston

shows in his nuanced analysis, by simulating new temporal
frameworks through their presentation of landscape, these print
materials established new models of consumption and new
kinds of knowledge critical to expansion. Johnston relates
these sources to traditional art historical subjects—the
landscapes of the Hudson River school, luminist paintings by
John Kensett and William Trost Richards, Native portraits
painted by George Catlin, and photographs by Timothy
O’Sullivan—to show how key discourses associated with
expansion shifted away from picturesque strategies pairing
imagery and narrative toward entirely new forms that gave
temporal structure to viewers’ experience of an emerging
modernity. Revealing the crucial role of print and visual culture
in shaping the nineteenth-century United States, Narrating the
Landscape offers fresh insight into the landscapes Americans
beheld and imagined in this formative era.
The Genius of Place Bloomsbury Publishing USA
An author and subject index to selected and American Anglo-Jewish
journals of general and scholarly interests.
The View From the Center of the Universe U of Minnesota
Press
Working at home alone, a fall gale howling around the rafters,
Amy jumps when an object suddenly strikes the window
behind her. She swings around to see a woman's rain-
streaked face staring through the dark glass. Her fair hair is
rain-soaked, but more disturbing, the ghostly face is ...
identical to Amy's! There is a movement off to the side. The
woman's left hand hand slides slowly down the glass leaving
long streaks of crimson. Amy's life shatters. Something sinister
shadows her now. She is catapulted into a world she knows
nothing about . . . a place where a killer rules, where her life is
in constant peril, and where she believes her son has been
taken. To find Jamie, she must find her look-alike, dislodging a
killer who hunts her relentlessly. Sheriff Dallas Wayburne's
investigation parallels Amy's. They are thrown together in a
race against time. WINTER'S DESTINY is an edge-of-the-seat
thriller - love story set on the rugged Pacific Coast of Oregon
where the story reaches a spectacular conclusion.
Personal History Dell
An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the needs of
elementary, junior high, and senior high school students.
Social Work and Social Justice Oxford University Press
The highly anticipated prequel to the New York Times
bestselling Cirque Du Freak series! Before Cirque Du Freak...
Before the war with the vampaneze... Before he was a
vampire. Larten Crepsley was a boy. As a child laborer many
centuries ago, Larten Crepsley did his job well and without
complaint, until the day the foreman killed his brother as an
example to the other children. In that moment, young Larten
flies into a rage that the foreman wouldn't survive. Forced on
the run, he sleeps in crypts and eats cobwebs to get by. And
when a vampire named Seba offers him protection and training
as a vampire's assistant, Larten takes it. This is his story.
The World Book Encyclopedia Human Kinetics
Vampires . . . they ache, they love, they thirst for the forbidden.
They are your friends and lovers, and your worst fears. “A
major new voice in horror fiction . . . an electric style and no
shortage of nerve.”—Booklist At a club in Missing Mile, N.C.,
the children of the night gather, dressed in black, look for
acceptance. Among them are Ghost, who sees what others do
not; Ann, longing for love; and Jason, whose real name is
Nothing, newly awakened to an ancient, deathless truth about
his father, and himself. Others are coming to Missing Mile
tonight. Three beautiful, hip vagabonds—Molochai, Twig, and
the seductive Zillah, whose eyes are as green as limes—are on
their own lost journey, slaking their ancient thirst for blood,
looking for supple young flesh. They find it in Nothing and Ann,
leading them on a mad, illicit road trip south to New Orleans.
Over miles of dark highway, Ghost pursues, his powers
guiding him on a journey to reach his destiny, to save Ann from
her new companions, to save Nothing from himself. . . . “An
important and original work . . . a gritty, highly literate blend of
brutality and sentiment, hope and despair.”—Science Fiction
Chronicle
Rendezvous with Destiny Oxford University Press
“A first-rate work of insider history . . . A monumental
accomplishment.” —National Review The election that
changed everything: Craig Shirley’s masterful account of
the 1980 presidential campaign reveals how a race judged
“too close to call” as late as Election Day became a
Reagan landslide—and altered the course of history. To
write Rendezvous with Destiny, Shirley gained
unprecedented access to 1980 campaign files and
interviewed more than 150 insiders—from Reagan’s
closest advisers and family members to Jimmy Carter
himself. His gripping account follows Reagan’s unlikely
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path from his bitter defeat on the floor of the 1976
Republican convention, through his underreported
“wilderness years,” through grueling primary fights in
which he knocked out several Republican heavyweights,
through an often-nasty general election campaign
complicated by the presence of a third-party candidate (not
to mention the looming shadow of Ted Kennedy), to
Reagan’s astounding victory on Election Night in 1980.
Shirley’s years of intensive research have enabled him to
relate countless untold stories—including, at long last, the
solution to one of the most enduring mysteries in politics:
just how Reagan’s campaign got hold of Carter’s debate
briefing books.
City of Thorns Copyright Office, Library of Congress
#1 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • PULTIZER PRIZE
WINNER • The captivating inside story of the woman who
helmed the Washington Post during one of the most
turbulent periods in the history of American media: the
scandals of the Pentagon Papers and Watergate In this
widely acclaimed memoir ("Riveting, moving...a wonderful
book" The New York Times Book Review), Katharine
Graham tells her story—one that is extraordinary both for
the events it encompasses and for the courage, candor,
and dignity of its telling. Here is the awkward child who
grew up amid material wealth and emotional isolation; the
young bride who watched her brilliant, charismatic
husband—a confidant to John F. Kennedy and Lyndon
Johnson—plunge into the mental illness that would
culminate in his suicide. And here is the widow who shook
off her grief and insecurity to take on a president and a
pressman’s union as she entered the profane boys’ club
of the newspaper business. As timely now as ever,
Personal History is an exemplary record of our history and
of the woman who played such a shaping role within them,
discovering her own strength and sense of self as she
confronted—and mastered—the personal and professional
crises of her fascinating life.
Index to Jewish Periodicals Oxford University Press
In 1862, four years after Minnesota was ratified as the thirty-second
state in the Union, simmering tensions between indigenous Dakota
and white settlers culminated in the violent, six-week-long
U.S.–Dakota War. Hundreds of lives were lost on both sides, and
the war ended with the execution of thirty-eight Dakotas on
December 26, 1862, in Mankato, Minnesota—the largest mass
execution in American history. The following April, after suffering a
long internment at Fort Snelling, the Dakota and Winnebago
peoples were forcefully removed to South Dakota, precipitating the
near destruction of the area’s native communities while
simultaneously laying the foundation for what we know and
recognize today as Minnesota. In North Country: The Making of
Minnesota, Mary Lethert Wingerd unlocks the complex origins of the
state—origins that have often been ignored in favor of legend and a
far more benign narrative of immigration, settlement, and cultural
exchange. Moving from the earliest years of contact between
Europeans and the indigenous peoples of the western Great Lakes
region to the era of French and British influence during the fur trade
and beyond, Wingerd charts how for two centuries prior to official
statehood Native people and Europeans in the region maintained a
hesitant, largely cobeneficial relationship. Founded on
intermarriage, kinship, and trade between the two parties, this
racially hybridized society was a meeting point for cultural and
economic exchange until the western expansion of American
capitalism and violation of treaties by the U.S. government during
the 1850s wore sharply at this tremulous bond, ultimately leading to
what Wingerd calls Minnesota’s Civil War. A cornerstone text in the
chronicle of Minnesota’s history, Wingerd’s narrative is augmented
by more than 170 illustrations chosen and described by Kirsten
Delegard in comprehensive captions that depict the fascinating,
often haunting representations of the region and its inhabitants over
two and a half centuries. North Country is the unflinching account of
how the land the Dakota named Mini Sota Makoce became the
State of Minnesota and of the people who have called it, at one time
or another, home.
The American Film Institute Catalog of Motion Pictures
Produced in the United States: Feature Films Penguin
"The entire field of film historians awaits the AFI volumes with
eagerness."--Eileen Bowser, Museum of Modern Art Film
Department Comments on previous volumes: "The source of
last resort for finding socially valuable . . . films that received
such scant attention that they seem 'lost' until discovered in the
AFI Catalog."--Thomas Cripps "Endlessly absorbing as an
excursion into cultural history and national memory."--Arthur
Schlesinger, Jr.
Merchant Vessels of the United States Oxford University Press
This publication will fill a gap in the bibliographic reference
shelf by identifying historical novels for both adult and young
adult readers. ^IAmerican Historical Fiction^R contains over
3,000 titles set in states and historical regions of the United
States. Entries are organized by time period. The newest titles,
as well as old favorites, are covered. The volume is indexed by
author, title, genre, subject, and geographic setting.
The Ideology of Democratism Vintage
After more than fifteen years, this initial volume of the
American Film Institute Catalog series is again in print. The
1920s set covers the important filmmaking period when
"movies" became "talkies," and the careers of many influential
directors and actors were launched. Films such as Wings, The

Phantom of the Opera, All Quiet on the Western Front, and The
Jazz Singer are included in this volume.
Birth of a Killer Nancy Allan
This Worldwide Struggle: Religion and the International Roots of the
Civil Rights Movement identifies a network of black Christian
intellectuals and activists who looked abroad, even in other religious
traditions, for ideas and practices that could transform American
democracy. From the 1930s to the 1950s, they drew lessons from
independence movements around for the world for an American
racial justice campaign. Their religious perspectives and methods of
moral reasoning developed theological blueprints for the classical
phase of the Civil Rights Movement. The network included
professors and public intellectuals Howard Thurman, Benjamin
Mays, and William Stuart Nelson, each of whom met with Mohandas
Gandhi in India; ecumenical movement leaders, notably YWCA
women, Juliette Derricotte, Sue Bailey Thurman, and Celestine
Smith; and pioneers of black Christian nonviolence James Farmer,
Pauli Murray, and Bayard Rustin. People in this group became
mentors and advisors to and coworkers with Martin Luther King and
thus became links between Gandhi, who was killed in 1948, and
King, who became a national figure in 1956. Azaransky's research
reveals fertile intersections of worldwide resistance movements,
American racial politics, and interreligious exchanges that crossed
literal borders and disciplinary boundaries, and underscores the role
of religion in justice movements. Shedding new light on how
international and interreligious encounters were integral to the
greatest American social movement of the last century, This
Worldwide Struggle confirms the relationship between moral
reflection and democratic practice, and it contains vital lessons for
movement building today.
The American Film Institute Catalog of Motion Pictures
Produced in the United States University of New Hampshire
Press
In this searing polemic, Lee Edelman outlines a radically
uncompromising new ethics of queer theory. His main target is
the all-pervasive figure of the child, which he reads as the
linchpin of our universal politics of “reproductive futurism.”
Edelman argues that the child, understood as innocence in
need of protection, represents the possibility of the future
against which the queer is positioned as the embodiment of a
relentlessly narcissistic, antisocial, and future-negating drive.
He boldly insists that the efficacy of queerness lies in its very
willingness to embrace this refusal of the social and political
order. In No Future, Edelman urges queers to abandon the
stance of accommodation and accede to their status as figures
for the force of a negativity that he links with irony, jouissance,
and, ultimately, the death drive itself. Closely engaging with
literary texts, Edelman makes a compelling case for imagining
Scrooge without Tiny Tim and Silas Marner without little Eppie.
Looking to Alfred Hitchcock’s films, he embraces two of the
director’s most notorious creations: the sadistic Leonard of
North by Northwest, who steps on the hand that holds the
couple precariously above the abyss, and the terrifying title
figures of The Birds, with their predilection for children.
Edelman enlarges the reach of contemporary psychoanalytic
theory as he brings it to bear not only on works of literature
and film but also on such current political flashpoints as gay
marriage and gay parenting. Throwing down the theoretical
gauntlet, No Future reimagines queerness with a passion
certain to spark an equally impassioned debate among its
readers.
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